RECOMMENDED READING LIST FOR 1ST YEAR STUDENTS

General Reference Books


Physical Geography

General


STEFFEN, W. et al Global Change and the Earth System, Springer, 2005

Geomorphology


FOOKES, P.G. Geomorphology for Engineers, CRC Press, 2005

LEE, E.M. & MILLIGAN, G.


Climatology


O'HARE, G., Weather, Climate and Climate Change, Pearson, 2005

SWEENEY, J. & WILBY, R.
Ecosystems


Human Geography


Geographical Controversies Set Books

  Also 2008 and 2015 reprint – available in Kindle £10.50.

- Fanon, F. (1961/2001) The Wretched of the Earth
  NOT available in Kindle – plenty of hard copy availability.

  Available in a number of college libraries and in Kindle for £8.50.

  Hard copies and electronic copies in Bodleian, available second hand for around £5.

  Cheap used copies on amazon or abebooks, available in Kindle £20.55.

  Hard copies and electronic copies in Bodleian, available in paperback for under £10.

  NOT available in Kindle – plenty of hard copy availability.


  Also 2015 reprint – available in Kindle £6.50.